In this paper, we propose a unified Multi-Object Tracking (MOT) framework learning to make full use of long term and short term cues for handling complex cases in MOT scenes. Besides, for better association, we propose switcher-aware classification (SAC), which takes the potential identity-switch causer (switcher) into consideration. Specifically, the proposed framework includes a Single Object Tracking (SOT) sub-net to capture short term cues, a reidentification (ReID) sub-net to extract long term cues and a switcher-aware classifier to make matching decisions using extracted features from the main target and the switcher. Short term cues help to find false negatives, while long term cues avoid critical mistakes when occlusion happens, and the SAC learns to combine multiple cues in an effective way and improves robustness. The method is evaluated on the challenging MOT benchmarks and achieves the stateof-the-art results.
Introduction
Multi-Object-Tracking (MOT) is important in video analysis systems, such as video survelliance and selfdriving car. It aims to maintain trajectories of all targets from categories of interest. The most recent methods in MOT follow the tracking-by-detection paradigm, which takes the frame-wise detections as the input and associates detections as the final trajectories. However, the detections are not always accurate enough, which could substantially influence the tracking. Besides, the occlusion and abnormal motion are another two problems in MOT.
We define two different cues in MOT. The short term cues mean updated cues between neighbouring frames, which include current target position, appearance and mo- Occlusion: when occlusion happens, the updated appearance is similar to the wrong target, and SOT is easy to drift. In contrast, the overall appearance of the tracklet is still stable and more reliable for association. (c) Switcher helps matching: without switcher, the matching confidence for the correct pair is low, while the matching score is higher when the classifier is aware of the occlusion situation and appearance information of the switcher.
tion. The long term cues stand for tracklet-long cues containing appearance features of the object within the track-let. The recent single object tracking (SOT) approaches with high performance can be used in MOT for capturing short term cues, which are helpful when handling inaccurate detection results and abnormal motion. As shown in Figure 1 (a), SOT trackers are effective to reduce false negatives (FN). Though short-term cues are helpful in many cases, most short term cues become unreliable when occlusions happen because the inclusion of occluded region makes the SOT tracker drift. Then long term cues of tracklet appearance can help to avoid the drift in SOT caused by occlusion. For the example shown in Figure 1(b) , long term cues are still stable when occlusion happens.
Previous works did not make the fully use of the two cues. Many works like [42] that include SOT tracker in MOT did not consider combining SOT results in data association, while some works like [30] did not use SOT trackers to handle short term cues. Other rule based combination of long term and short term cues like [39] cannot learn from data with different situations and may over-fit to some specific cases. It also is a question for learning effective combination of short term and long term cues. In previous experiments (see Sec. 4. 3), we have observed that it is hard to combine all cues in one network. That is, SOT tracker for short term cues cannot distinguish similar objects, and the network for long term cues cannot predict the precise position of target. Based on this motivation, we propose a unified MOT framework to generate short term and long term cues, as well as adaptively choose them for data association.
Another motivation of this paper is to use local interaction information to solve identity-switches. We have found that the potential identity-switch causer (switcher) is critical for correct matching. For example, Figure 1 (c) shows how the switcher helps matching. Driven by this motivation, we use a switcher-aware classifier, which is implemented using boosting decision trees, to encode potential switcher information and improve the tracking robustness. This paper proposes MOT approach with multiple cues and switcher-aware classification. The state-of-the-art method of SOT is used for capturing short term cues and a re-identification (ReID) method is applied for extracting long term cues. During data association, the switcher-aware classifier gathers all long term and short term cues and takes potential switcher into consideration, then generates scores building a bipartite graph for matching.
The main contributions of our work are listed as follows:
1. An effective MOT framework learning to capture long term and short term cues and making adaptive decisions for robust tracking.
2. A switcher-aware classification (SAC) in data association for improving the robustness of MOT to identity switch. We also introduce a simple but effective approach to search for potential switcher.
Extensive experimental results on both MOT16 and MOT17 benchmarks [26] clearly show the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
Related Work

MOT Using SOT Tracker
Some previous works [42, 10, 37, 38] have tried to apply SOT trackers into MOT task. Chu et al. [10] uses CNN-based single object tracker and handles drift through a spatial-temporal attention mechanism, it regards all detections as SOT proposals. Xiang et al. [37] utilizes MDP method to track targets in tracked state with optical flow. Most works have never benefited from the progress of visual object tracking (VOT) task. In recent years significant progress has been made in the single object tracking field. Trackers like GOTURN [14] , Siamese-FC [4] , ECO [11] , Siamese-RPN [22] have highly improve the tracking accuracy. Method proposed by [42] directly applies the ECO-HC [11] tracker from visual object tracking task with a cost-sensitive loss and designed a spatial-temporal network for data association when SOT tracker is considered losing the target. However, an online-updating SOT tracker is slow in speed and costs a lot of memory. While offline training siamese SOT trackers like Siamese-RPN [22] reach the state-of-the-art accuracy at a high speed of more than 80 frames(targets) per second. More importantly, most methods have not combined cues generated from SOT tracker with other cues. They separate the SOT tracker and the data association process. Different from these works, we use the information from SOT together with long term cues from the trajectory for learning to associate detection/tracking results. Our usage of long term cues helps to solve the problems of drift in SOT, which cannot be solved effectively in existing SOT for MOT approaches.
Data Association
Data association is an important procedure of all tracking-by-detection-based MOT methods. [41, 33, 34, 35, 29] formulate the data association process as various optimization problems. Most of them are variants of graph segmentation problem and they need batch processing. Most online processing methods use Hungarian Algorithm [28] or minimum-cost-network-flow to solve a bipartite graph matching problem and they are effective.
Some works like [32, 30, 27, 16, 1, 2] emphasize to improve the features used in data association. [30, 27, 19] exploit RNNs in the MOT task. Sadeghian et al. [30] combines appearance, motion and interaction cues into a unified RNN network. Milan et al. [27] focuses on the utilization of positions and motions of the targets. Son et al. [32] develops a new training method with ranking loss and regression loss to obtain higher accuracy. However, the disadvantages of these methods are wellknown. First, they did not use SOT tracker to deal with inaccurate detection results, especially false negatives. Second, although they try a lot of discriminative features, they seldom take the local position and interaction information into training or inference phase. Sadeghian et al. [30] use spatial information from neighboring identities. But they do not use SOT tracker or the appearance information from switcher. Some works like [24, 39] ensemble appearance features with position and motion features. Their designs in using these information sources are based on heuristic rules, but not based on principle learning. Most of these works just regard data association as a pairwise matching problem between single tracklet and the detection. It is obvious that we will lose the valuable local interaction information which may indicate some critical errors. Though these mistakes will not cause huge drawback on target recall or precision, e.g., not a drawback in primary metric MOTA [3] , somehow they influence the robustness of a tracking system and are significant to its application. In this work, we introduce the SAC for robust tracking which takes the most possible switcher into training and inference. And we combine the short term cues and long term cues in a balanced and data-driven way.
The Proposed Framework
Problem Formulation. The trajectory of one tracked target can be denoted by X = {X t }, where X t = [X width and height of the bounding box. q X is the overall tracking quality for target X and I X t is the appearance of target X at frame t. Figure 2 shows the overall design of the proposed MOT framework. The framework uses the following steps for online mode:
Overall Design
• Step 1. Initially, the set S of tracked targets is empty and t = 1.
• Step 2. At frame t, for a target X, the template E X of the target is sought in the next frame I t+1 by using the SOT sub-net. The SOT sub-net outputs the most possible location D track for the template in I t+1 .
• Step 3. For a detection result D det in I t+1 , its corresponding detection image region I t+1,D det and the historical appearances of the target {I X ti }, i = 1, 2, ..., K will be used by the ReID sub-net to extract the long-term ReID features.
• Step 4. The location of the target D track found by SOT in Step 2, the location D det found by the detector, the ReID features obtained in step 3 will be combined into the matching feature of the target.
• Step 5. Find the potential switcher of the target Λ, i.e., the most possible identity switch causer, and extract its SOT and ReID features.
• Step 6. With the aid of the matching features of the switcher, the matching features of the target are used by the switcher-aware classifier (SAC) to generate the matching score on whether the detection result should match the target or not. This step is repeated for each detection result in the frame I t+1 in order to obtain their matching scores to the tracked target.
• Step 7. Build a bipartite graph of tracked targets and the detection results using the matching scores between the tracked targets and the detection results found in Step 6. Find the matching results of the graph using minimumcost-network-flow.
• Step 8. For the matched targets, update the position and template using the information of the matched detection. For targets not matched, update tracklet position using SOT results, and drop targets which are considered unreliable or lost. For isolated detection results, if their confidence scores satisfy the condition of new target, they will be added to the set of tracked targets. • Step 9. Repeat steps from 2 to 8 for the next frame by setting t = t + 1, until no more frames arrive.
Using SOT Tracker for Short Term Cues
Baseline tracker. We use Siamese-RPN tracker [22] in our framework for extracting short term cues. Following the original schema, the template E X at the current frame, also called the exemplar, is resized to 127 × 127. To search the target at the next frame, search region R is cropped from frame I t+1 according to the position of X. The search region is then resized to 255 × 255. Specifically, the picture scale of the search region is the same as the exemplar. As shown in Figure 3 , the search region and the exemplar are passed through the shared-weight siamese CNN. The CNN features of the exemplar are then used by two branches, each consisting of two convolution layers, similarly for the search region. One branch for obtaining the score maps and the other for bounding box regression. The correct location of the exemplar in the search region is supposed to have largest score in the score map. The bounding box regression at different locations should point to this correct location.
Short term features generation. The SOT sub-net outputs a SOT score and the predicted bounding box, called SOT box. The detection bounding box to be matched is 
Distractor-aware SOT tracker for MOT tracking. In order to maximize the effect of Siamese-RPN. We modify the anchors to fit the target scales of pedestrian. Besides, we refine the network using pedestrian data. Another problem of the SOT tracker is that it is hard to tell when to stop tracking if the target is lost. When the tracker drifts to background distractor, the tracker may not be able to stop tracking the distractor. To make the tracker score distractoraware, we design a tracking score refine strategy. We refine the tracker score using the matching results found at the step 7 introduced in Sec. 3.1. For target X, the refined overall tracking quality q X , is as following:
where decay and k are hyper-parameters used for dealing with inconsistent targets, D det is the detection box. In this way, we can drop unreliable targets if the tracking quality q X is below a threshold ζ t .
Using ReID Network for Long Term Cues
We use a modified version of GoogLeNet Inception-v4 as the backbone CNN of the ReID sub-net. The ReID feature is extracted from the last FC layer before classification. Table 1 and Table 2 show details of the backbone CNN.
Quality-aware long term tracklet history construction. To select K images from the tracklet history of the target, we design a quality-aware mechanism. In order to get long term cues of good quality, we use a quality filter to select the best K images in the past K time periods to ensure quality and robustness. The indices of the K frames
Step Table 2 . One inception-A block: all convolution layers of 3 × 3 and the pooling layer use padding 1, the others have no padding, and the pooling layer stride 2.
selected as the tracklet history of the target are denoted by H = {t 1 . . . , t K }. The K frames we choose are defined below:
where Q is a network which outputs the quality score. Q is implemented using a Resnet-18 model. I X t is the image region of target X at frame t. δ is hyper-parameter deciding the selecting interval. For example, when i = 1, t 1 is chosen from the frame with maximum quality score among frames t, t − 1, ..., t − δ + 1. When i = 2, t 2 is chosen from t − δ, t − δ − 1, ..., t − 2δ + 1. Therefore, the i in t i corresponds to different stride and search range.
Long-term feature generation. After the K images are selected, all these images and the detection result to be matched will be fed to the ReID sub-net and output their ReID features. Then we can obtain K long term features for the target as follows:
A X ti is the vector containing ReID features of the ith image selected from tracklet history of target X, A det is the ReID features of the detection result. To save computation, each image in the tracklet will have their features extracted by the ReID network only once. Their features are saved for further calculation.
Switcher-Aware Classifier
Switcher retrieval. We have observed large amount of identity switches (IDS) and find that most IDSs occur when two targets meet each other with large overlap. It inspires us to mark the other target having the largest overlap with current one as the most possible potential switcher. Mathematically, for each tracklet X in frame t, its position is denoted by X t , and the potential switcher is obtained as follows
where S is the set of tracked targets. Input features. Here we consider the two sub-nets as a feature extraction operator φ, and denote the input of the two sub-nets for target X and detection result D as Γ X,D , similarly for the switcher. The input features of the classifier consist of two parts: the features of mainly considered target, denoted by φ(Γ X,D ), and the features of the switcher, denoted by φ(Γ Λ,D )). φ is defined bellow.
The dimension of φ(X, t) is K + 1, and similarly for the switcher. Then we obtain the input of the classifier by concatenating the two parts. Classification. We exploit regularized Newton boosting decision tree with weighted quantile sketch, which is proposed by [8] , in the classification step. If the classification result y is larger than threshold ζ m , then the corresponding edge with cost 1 − y will be added to graph.
Training 3.5.1 Training data generation
The SOT sub-net and the ReID sub-net are trained independently. For the SOT sub-net, we generate some image pairs of targets according to the ground truth of the videos and the pairs are extended to include part of the background according to the training schema of Siamese-RPN. For better training, we only consider samples which have IoU to ground truth larger than 0.65 as positives and smaller than 0.45 as negatives. For ReID sub-net, each target is regarded as one class and we train the net to predict the class of the input target. The input of ReID sub-net is the target image region the label is its class number.
In order to generate training samples and corresponding annotations for the switcher-aware classifier, we should first generate the inputs of the two sub-nets. At the beginning, we run a baseline MOT algorithm and generate all hypothetical tracklets of training videos. Then we associate them with the ground truth using an IoU threshold of 0.6, i.e., only pairs with IoU larger than 0.6 will be considered. The sum of IoU value is maximized by Hungarian Algorithm. For target X at frame t, if the ground truth of X t , X t−δ , ..., X t−(K−1)δ belong to the same target or at most one of them is not associated with a ground truth, then we consider it as a valid tracklet. For each valid tracklet, we randomly sample a detection result in frame t + 1, together with the potential switcher defined by Eq. 5, the input of the MOT framework is done. According to Eq. 1, 4, 6, we can generate the inputs of the classifier. According to the ground truth of the detection, we can obtain the label of the switcher-aware classifier. Besides, for a positive sample, we can exchange the switcher and the mainly considered one to generate another training negative sample for the switcheraware classifier.
As for the quality filter, we generate target image regions for input with IoU to ground truth larger than 0.6 as positive samples and the rest as negative samples.
Loss functions.
The loss function of the SOT sub-net is as the following:
where λ sot is a hyper-parameter for balancing the two loss functions. L cls sot is the cross-entropy classification loss and L reg sot is the regression loss. We consider the re-identification task as a multi-class classification problem. A linear classifier is added after the backbone network and then the probability of each class is calculated through softmax. Finally we optimize the crossentropy loss of the task:
where N is the number of classes, x and y are network output and ground-truth, respectively. For the Newton boosting tree classifier and the quality filter, we use the loss function L cls (x, y) = −(1 − y) log(1 − x) − y log(x).
Pre-Processing and Offline Clustering
Detection score filter strategy. Sometimes the detection results given by the detector are extremely noisy, with strange false positives and the confidences are unreliable. We propose two solutions to the refine these detection results. The first one is a stricter NMS method. The second one is to train a confidence score refiner. Here we use the quality filter in long term cues selection as the confidence refiner.
Long tracklets clustering Based on the output result of online mode, we design a simple batch clustering postprocess procedure. For each tracklet, first we consider each frame as an isolated node, then if there are two nodes with similar ReID features, i.e., the cosine distance between them is less than a threshold, we will add an edge between the two nodes. Finally we can obtain some slices, each slice is one connected sub-graph. The second step is to merge these slices among different targets. Once again we merge two slices if they have small overlap in frame indexes, small spatial distance, and similar ReID features (we calculate mean feature distance of two slices). If two slices are merged, then the slices in the original place become new identities. Furthermore, after split and merge operations, we do interpolation in every tracklet in order to repair more false negatives.
Experiments
Implement Details
This framework is written in Python with PyTorch support. All CNNs are pre-trained on Imagenet dataset and then trained on MOT task. Additionally, we use extra private data in training two sub-net but only public data in training the classifier and the quality filter. The public data we use is 7 video sequences from MOT16 benchmark data. The private data contain labeled videos of pedestrians which are quite different from all testset videos. The amount of the private data for trainning is about 100 minutes of 25 fps videos and the number of different pedestrians is about 1000.
Tracklet status update. For matched tracklets, their positions will be updated as the position of the matched detection result and the SOT template will be updated. Otherwise, the position is kept unchanged, and so do the template. Despite the matching results, Kalman Filter is used to smooth the trajectories. The quality decay value is 0.95 and the exponent k = 16. When the overall quality score is lower than 0.5, the target will not be output. The matching threshold ζ m = 0.05 and drop threshold ζ t = 0.1.
Training.
We use similar approach as the original work in the SOT sub-net but change anchors to [1.0, 1.6, 2.2, 2.8, 3.4]. When training the ReID sub-net, we use the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer and set the initial learning rate to 0.1, decay by 0.5 every 8 epoches for 96 epoches in total. The ReID sub-net is trained with weight decay of 5 × 10 −4 and mini-batch size of 32. We train the swithcer aware classifier under xgboost framework [8] . The number of trees is set to 410. The max depth is 5, learning rate is 0.05 and the minimum leaf node weight is set to 1.
For long term cues, the selection interval of the tracklet history can be set from 10 to 20. We just simply sample K = 3 frames and set δ = 15.
Evaluation on MOT Benchmarks
Datasets. The proposed framework is evaluated under the MOT16 and MOT17 benchmarks [26] . They share the same test videos but offer different detection input. MOT17 has fixed the ground truth and make them more accurate. The test video sequences include various complicated scenes and are still a great challenge.
Evaluate Metrics. Following the benchmarks, we evaluate our work with the CLEAR MOT Metrics [3] . Among the metrics, MOTA and IDF1 are regarded the most important. MOTA conclude the recall, precision as well as idswitch count. IDF1 indicates the average maximum consistent tracking rate. In evaluation of MOT trackers, the criteria MOTA is deeply relevant to the detector recall and precision, while ID-Switch impresses far less than them. How- Table 3 . Comparision between the proposed MOT framework (online mode) with other online processing SOTA methods in MOT16 and MOT17. 'with filter' means detection score refiner is used. 'MOT16p' means MOT16 with private detection. Red for the best result. Table 4 . Comparision between the proposed MOT framework (batch mode) with other batch processing SOTA methods in MOT16 and MOT17. 'with filter' means detection score refiner is used. 'MOT16p' means MOT16 with private detection. Red for the best result.
ever IDF1 can indicate the consistency. A robust tracking system should have both high MOTA and IDF1 score. Results. Table 3 and Table 4 show the results of online and batch processing methods both in MOT16 and MOT17, respectively. Besides, in task of MOT16 with private detector, our tracker, as well as KDNT, LMP p, HT SJTUZTE and POI trackers use the same detector that proposed by the author of POI tracker. The detections are available on google drive 1 .
The results show that our framework outperforms many previous the state-of-the-art trackers in both MOT16 and MOT17 benchmarks. Both MOTA and IDF1 scores are in the leading position in MOT16/MOT17 among online/batch processing algorithms. Our batch processing algorithm 
Ablation Study and Discussion
How do different cues influence the tracking quality?
The ablation study was evaluated on MOT16 trainset. Since we have used the trainset for validation, we exclude the MOT16 trainset from the training data when training the sub-nets, the switcher-aware classifier and the quality filter for all ablation study results in Figure 4 . For the classifier and quality filter, we use extra private training data in ablation study. Figure 4 shows the impact of different components. The baseline model, (A) in Fig. 4 , does not use a learned classifier but calculates affinity in a hand-crafted way using only Fig.  4 share the same settings of framework except the input features for classifier and four different classifiers are trained to fit the different input features. It can be seen from the figure that the short term cues provide more improvement for MOTA than long term cues when compared with the baseline. It is also the most intuitive reflection of the relevance between the two adjacent detection frames. When short term cues are utilized effectively, the MOTA score is improved by 1.3% and IDF1 is improved by 0.3 %. On the other hand, combining long term cues can effectively improve the discriminative ability between the tracklets, which brings increment of IDF1 by 1.4%. However, the MOTA improvement from long term cues is less than the improvement from the short term cues. Combining both short term and long term cues performs better than using single cue, which validates that these two cues are complementary to each other. Thirdly, adding the switcher-aware classifier can greatly reduce id-switches number, which leads to another 1.1% increment in IDF1, while it has just a little effect on MOTA. The learning approach to combine long term and short term cues is effective and the combination using SAC brings improvements on multiple metrics.
How does SAC work?
We also analyze the real effects on the videos. Figure 5 shows that with switcher-aware classification, the tracking is more robust. The main contribution of SAC is that it fixes a lot of id-switches. After SAC is used, in MOT16 private the id-switch number decreases from 642 to 569, IDF1 increases by 1.1%. This is because in traditional pairwise matching, lack of comparison to local switcher brings mistakes when the pair is occluded and therefore judged not to match. Besides, when occlusion happens, SAC helps to discriminate different targets.
Can multiple cues been handle in one network?
We have tried to extract some of the features from SOT backbone CNN and combine with the ReID branch through a ROI-Pooling layer. The experiment shows that a multitask training of ReID and SOT task leads to drop in both SOT and ReID accuracy. Replacing Siamese-RPN by the multi-task trained network in MOT task, the MOTA decreases by 0.6% and IDF1 decreases by 2.5%. The SOT task needs background knowledge while the ReID task wants to eliminate it, which causes conflict during feature learning if a single network is used for both tasks. For the time being it is hard to handle two cues in one single network, further research works need to be done.
Why do we need small feature dimension?
We use a input feature of small dimension to balance the feature length of different information. It is well-known that motion and position features are usually very short. If we combine them with long appearance features, it is hard to fully utilize the position and motion features. We have tried directly concatenating raw ReID feature with short position features, the experimental result shows that imbalanced input features decreases IDF1 by 1.3%, MOTA by 0.1% and the IDS number increases by 88. We believe that the position and motion information are important and they should be emphasized by reducing the dimension of appearance features. Another inevitable issue is the complexity of data association. Short features make the procedure faster.
Why we use boosting trees for classification?
We have tried other different classifiers like neural network of linear layers(NN), support vector machine (SVM), but the boosting decision tree (BDT) is the best one. This experiment was done using full training data include MOT16. The MOTA of NN, SVM and BDT are 67.0%, 67.6% and 67.8%, respectively. We have found that for such a small input feature, neural network does not perform well on such small scale dataset.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an effective MOT framework that learns to combine long term and short term cues. The long term cues can help correct the mistakes of short term cues, e.g., avoid the SOT sub-net to drift during occlusion. We also propose a switcher-aware classification method to improve the robustness of tracking system. The outstanding performance on MOT benchmarks demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
